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Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is defined as the process of implementing a damage identification
strategy for aerospace, civil and mechanical engineering infrastructures. SHM can be organized into five
main steps: detection, localization, classification, quantification and prognosis. Our work considers SHM
quantification level and in particular the evaluation of the severity of delamination-type damage in CFRP
composite laminates. Prior to quantification algorithms implementation, it is important to properly prepare the supports on which algorithms will be tested. Teflon inserts and conventional impacts are commonly used techniques to generate or simulate delaminations. However, with such rudimentary
techniques it is difficult to generate controlled delamination-type damage in a realistic way. In the present work, we investigate symmetrical laser shock approach, as a new method to calibrate delaminations
in composites. By tuning the time delay between the two laser beams and laser energy, throughthickness damage position and severity can respectively be adjusted. The effect of multiple contiguous
laser impacts was also investigated. Post-mortem analyses using A-scan and C-scan testing as well as
penetrant testing were performed in order to characterize laser impact induced damage. Results are
encouraging and demonstrate the high potential of symmetrical laser shock for damage calibration in
both size and location.

1. Introduction
Due to their low density, high specific strength and stiffness,
long fatigue and high creep, corrosion and temperature resistance,
composite materials are increasingly used in various industrial
fields and especially in aeronautics. For commercial aircrafts, the
percentage of fiber-reinforced composite materials used in the latest Boeing B787 and newly designed Airbus A350-XWB reaches
50% and 52% respectively [1]. Despite having great advantages,
composite materials are not exempt from drawbacks. Particularly,
composites can be subject to various types of damage such as fiber
breakage, matrix cracking, fiber–matrix debonding, and delamination between plies [2]. Most of these damages, particularly
delamination-type damage, occur beneath the top surface and
are barely or even not visible. They can, however, severely degrade
the performance of composites and should be identified in time in
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order to avoid catastrophic structural failures. Therefore, the application of automatic damage monitoring strategies to composites is
crucial. The process of implementing such automatic damage
detection and characterization strategies is referred to as Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) [3]. SHM can be defined as the process of acquiring and processing data from on-board sensors to
evaluate the health of a structure. The major characteristic inherent to any SHM system is that sensors have to be embedded or permanently attached to the monitored structure, leading to the main
advantages of SHM compared to traditional Non-Destructive Testing (NDT): automated inspection process, increased asset readiness
and large savings in maintenance costs. SHM process can be
regarded as a hierarchy of levels which are as follows [4,5]:
 Level 1 Detection: Recognition that damage might be present in
the structure
 Level 2 Localization: Identification of the probable position of
the damage
 Level 3 Classification: Identification of the type of the damage

 Level 4 Quantification: Estimation of the extent of the damage
 Level 5 Prognosis: Estimation of the residual life of the structure
Much of our previous work focused on SHM detection, localization and classification levels [6–8]. Our focus is currently placed on
the quantification level and in particular on the assessment of the
severity/extent of delamination-type damage in CFRP composite
laminates. However, in order to test and validate any quantification approach, physical supports are firstly needed. This paper is
thus concerned with the issue of how to generate delaminationtype damage that can be calibrated both in size and position. A preliminary study was published in [9]. In the present article, more
details are added especially with regards to post-mortem analyses.
In order to test and validate any quantification approach, several solutions have already been proposed by the SHM community.
Among them, Teflon inserts and conventional impacts are the
major existing techniques used for delamination generation or
simulation. In [10], Quaegebeur et al. proposed a structural health
monitoring strategy for detecting interlaminar delamination in
carbon fiber reinforced polymer structure using Lamb waves. The
delamination is simulated by inserting a Teflon tape between
two transverse plies and the Lamb wave generation and measurement is enabled by using piezoceramic elements. In [11], a Structural Health Monitoring strategy was proposed in order to detect
disbonds in a composite lap-joint. The structure under study is
composed of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) bonded to
a titanium plate and artificial disbonds are simulated by inserting
Teflon tapes of various dimensions within the joint. In-situ inspection is ensured by piezoceramics (PZTs) bonded to the structure.
Sohn et al. [12] developed a signal processing technique to detect
delamination on composite structures. In particular, a waveletbased signal processing technique is developed and combined with
an active sensing system to produce a near-real-time, online monitoring system for composite structures. For experimental demonstration, delamination on the composite plate was simulated by
attaching industrial putties in various locations. It was assumed
that the industrial putty patch attenuates the Lamb waves in a similar manner as delamination does and that this material closely
models the change of the Lamb wave characteristics that may be
expected from delamination. In the study presented in [13], a
new delamination detection technique is proposed so that delamination can be detected without using any direct comparison with
previously obtained baseline data even in presence of temperature
variation. To validate the proposed delamination detection technique, a multi-layer carbon fiber composite plate is considered. A
conventional drop-weight impact tester with a steel ball tip is used
to introduce low velocity impact damage.
The main weakness with the above stated damage generation
techniques is that they do not allow for an effective control of
the induced damage. Particularly, the calibration of delamination
using conventional impacts is quite difficult. In addition to interlaminar delaminations, conventional impacts may induce other
types of damage such as fiber breakage. As for Teflon insert technique, the latter still remain very far from representing a realistic
delamination. The induced damage is only a simulation of the real
one and excitation-simulated damage interaction may be very different from the one between that same excitation signal and a real
damage. As an alternative to conventional damage generation
techniques, we thus propose to investigate Laser Shock Wave Technique (LSWT), a new and promising method that can be used to
generate calibrated delaminations in composites. The symmetrical
laser shock approach was applied to CFRP laminates and a particular emphasis was placed on the effect of time delay and laser
beam energies on damage position and severity respectively. The
configuration of multiple laser impacts for damage accumulation
was also addressed.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: Firstly, principle and fundamentals of LSWT are introduced. Then, the experimental investigations conducted in this study are described.
Results and analyses are afterwards presented. Discussion is subsequently provided. Conclusions are finally drawn.
2. LSWT: principle and fundamentals
LSWT consists in a high power laser irradiation of a target.
Lasers used for LSWT are high power nanoseconds prototype
sources with beam intensities up to several GW/cm2. The use of
such high power lasers generates plasma which induces high pressure shock waves (GPa) inside the target. Such high-pressure shock
waves allowed a wide range of applications such as LSP (Laser
Shock Peening) [14] and LASAT (LAser Shock Adhesion Test) [15].
LASAT consists of testing material interfaces with laser-driven
shock waves. It was first applied to the testing of coatingsubstrate adhesion [16–18]. More recently, the technique has been
applied to composites and the adhesion testing of bonded composites [19]. Gay et al. [20] and Ecault et al. [21] demonstrated that if
laser parameters are correctly tuned, a weak bond can be discriminated from a correct one. The work of Bossi et al. [22] also
addressed laser bond inspection of bonded composites. However,
only the single laser pulse configuration has so far been proposed.
The work presented in this paper is based upon the same key principles of LASAT which are:
 Laser-matter interaction and shock wave generation
 Shock wave propagation and controlled damage generation
2.1. Laser-matter interaction and shock wave generation
When a laser pulse, of short duration (ns) and high power (GW)
reaches a target, the first few micrometers of the impacted area are
transformed into plasma which expands rapidly against the target
surface (see Fig. 1). Plasma expansion release creates by reaction a
shock wave into the target. The pressure generated by such shock
can cover a range from MPa to GPa. In order to drive significant
shock pressure, water confinement is generally used. The confinement slows down the plasma expansion and results in an increased
ablation pressure (from 5 to 10 times higher compared to the
direct irradiation) and a longer shock duration (from 2 to approximately 3 times longer) [23,24]. Furthermore, a sacrificial layer can
be interposed between the target surface and the confining medium in order to absorb the plasma induced thermal effects. Usually,
an aluminum adhesive is used as a sacrificial layer since laseraluminum interaction is well documented in literature.
2.2. Shock wave propagation and damage generation
Two configurations of laser shock are distinguishable, according
to whether only one side of the target is irradiated (front pulse
shock configuration) or both sides of the target are irradiated (symmetrical laser shock configuration).
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Fig. 1. Laser - matter interaction and shock wave generation.

2.2.1. Front pulse laser shock
Fig. 2 presents a schematic of space–time diagram illustrating
the state of stress inside the target at any time and any position.
The loading produced by laser impact is a front shock followed
by a constant pressure and then a release up to ambient pressure.
For simplicity, reflexion/transmission phenomena that occur at ply
interfaces are not considered. It should be noted that such assumption is only used to simplify the plot of the time-position diagram
and that this is absolutely not a working hypothesis [25,26].
In the case of front pulse laser shock (see Fig. 2), the incident
shock wave (S1) created by plasma expansion propagates through
the target thickness (e) according to properties depending on the
multilayer material characteristics and geometry [27]. When
reaching the sample back face which is a zero acoustic impedance
frontier, (S1) is reflected into a release wave (R2) propagating backward. Meanwhile, the material front face is unloaded at the end of
the pressure pulse. This is also generating a release wave (R1)
propagating from the front face to the back face. Depending on
the material impedance and thickness, these two release waves
(R1 and R2) can intersect inside the material thickness and lead
to local high tensile stresses. If the induced tensile stresses are high
enough, damage (D) can be created inside the material. It is important to note that the pressure pulse duration is a crucial parameter
because it is the one that influences the position of the tensile
stress maximum (see Fig. 2) [28]. Thus, in the case of composite
targets, if the aim is to localize tensile stresses close to a given
interface, pulse duration is the parameter to be tuned. Furthermore, damage severity is directly related to the level of the induced
tensile stresses itself linked to the incident laser beam energy.
Thus, if the aim is to control damage severity, laser beam energy
is the parameter to be monitored.
2.2.2. Symmetrical laser shock
In symmetrical laser shock configuration, both left (L) and
right (R) sides of the target are irradiated (see Fig. 3). The
incident shock wave (SL) created by plasma expansion which

is generated by the left pulse, propagates through the target
thickness. When reaching the sample right face, (SL) is reflected
into a release wave denoted by (R-SL). Similarly, the incident
shock wave (SR) created by the right pulse is reflected into a
release wave (R-SR) once it reaches the sample left face. The
crossing of the two release waves (R-SL) and (R-SR) creates
local high tensile stress which, if high enough, can result in
damage (D-SHM) at a through thickness depth (P). Meanwhile,
the sample left face is unloaded at the end of the left pressure
pulse. This is generating a release wave (RL) propagating from
the left face to the right one. This also applies to the right face.
The latter is unloaded at the end of the right pulse which is
creating a release wave (RR) propagating from the right face to
the left face. The crossing of (RR) and (R-SR) can result in
damage (DL) close to the left side of the sample in the case
the induced tensile stresses by such crossing overpass the material damage threshold. Likewise, the intersection between (RL)
and (R-SL) can result in damage (DR) close to the sample right
face.
From the time-position diagrams presented in Fig. 3, it can be
seen that by tuning time delay between the two laser pulses, the
position of the tensile loading zones and hence the position of
damage through the thickness of the irradiated material can be
adjusted. The left diagram illustrates the case of the symmetrical
laser shock with zero time delay. If we focus only on the position
of D-SHM, we can see that the latter occurs at the average sample
depth. The right diagram presents the case where a non-zero delay
denoted by (TD) is introduced between pulses. In this case, the
position of D-SHM is shifted by a distance denoted by (DO). Theoretically, in a 1D approach that neglects the transmission/reflection
phenomena, the product of half-time delay ð12 TDÞ and speed of
sound in the material (C) gives the offset in depth (DO) relative
to the average sample depth.
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Fig. 2. Time/position diagrams in the case of one pulse laser shock – pressure pulse duration is longer in (b) than in (a).
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Fig. 3. Time/position diagrams in the case of symmetrical laser shock- (a): zero time delay, (b): Non zero time delay.
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Fig. 4. Cross-sectional microscopy of a test sample.

Thus if the aim is to localize tensile stresses close to a given
interface, time delay is the parameter to be monitored while laser
beam energies are the parameters to be tuned in order to control
the induced damage severity. For SHM assessment purposes, it
would be convenient to induce only D-SHM and control its depth
and extent.
3. Experimental investigation
3.1. Test samples
The samples considered in this work are CFRP laminates used in
aeronautical industry. They are made of 16 unidirectional plies
stacked in (0 ; 90 ) sequence (Fig. 4). Samples have dimensions of
50 mm  50 mm  2.2 mm. Test samples material properties are
illustrated in Table 1:
3.2. Material characterization
3.2.1. A-scan ultrasonic testing
In order to characterize the presence of laser impact induced
damage, multiple A-scan ultrasonic testing were conducted using
a single element transducer emitting at 10 MHz in pulse echo
mode. A variable called ”damage echo visibility” takes the value
of zero when no damage echo is observed between the initial pulse
and the back echo pulse, a value of one when a damage echo is
clearly observed and a value between zeo and one when the damage echo is not clearly distinguished.

and allowed access to damage surface (mm2), outline surface (mm)
which corresponds to the area of the smallest rectangle surrounding the damage, outline length (mm), damage median depth (mm)
and standard deviation of damage depth.
3.2.3. Penetrant testing
For post-mortem analyses, cross-sectional observations and
penetrant testing were also considered. Each irradiated sample is
cut at the middle of the impact trace distinguished by a slight
change in the surface color (Fig. 6). Penetrant testing was performed since it allows for a higher contrast. In our case, the penetrant which has been used is the Babbco WB-200: a fluorescent
self-revealing penetrant. Observations were conducted under UV
lighting.
3.3. Laser source
Laser shock experiments were conducted at PIMM Hephaistos
facility. The laser source (Gaia HP from Thales Company) delivers
two beams of 7 joules at 532 nm. The laser pulse has a Gaussian
temporal profile with 10 ns duration at half maximum. Time delay
between the two laser beams can be tuned from 0 to few ls.

3.2.2. C-scan ultrasonic testing
To characterize laser impact induced damage, namely its size
and depth, C-scan ultrasonic cartographies were performed using
a 10-MHz, 64-elements phased-array transducer in the pulse echo
mode (Fig. 5). NDTKit software developed at Airbus group and distributed by Testia as Ultis [29], processed C-scan raw data (Fig. 5)

Table 1
Test samples material properties.
Poisson’s ratio m
Fibre density
Resin density
Fibre volume fraction
E11 (per ply)
E22 (per ply)
E12 (per ply)

0.3
1.79
1.3
60%
140 GPa
9 GPa
4.5 GPa

20 mm

(a)

20 mm

(b)

Fig. 5. Example of C-scan cartographies: (a) before processing, (b) after processing.
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Fig. 6. (a) Position of the cut plane (b) Example of PT/Cross-sectional observation.

3.4. Experimental laser shock configurations
Let A and B be the laser channels as shown in Fig. 7. The two
laser beams are focused on the target by means of two convergent
lenses, each of 150 mm focal length. A distance of 12.8 cm separates the test sample from each lens which corresponds to 6 mm
diameter irradiation spots. Laser irradiations were performed in
water confinement configuration and an aluminum painting was
used as a sacrificial layer.
Four series of laser impacts were considered.
Series 1: Research of damage threshold In this paragraph, the
damage threshold of our test samples is investigated. Two damage
thresholds are defined according to whether the laminate is subject to:
 One laser pulse (Only one laser channel (A or B) is activated)
 Symmetrical laser pulses (Both laser channels (A and B) are
activated)
This step is crucial since it will allow as to adequately tune our
laser parameters in order to avoid near to surface damages (DL and
DR on Fig. 3) while still having D-SHM. The samples were subject
to increasing laser intensities. For each laser intensity, the irradiated sample was recovered from the experimental room and analyzed using an A-scan ultrasonic testing.
Series 2: Time delay effect In order to study the effect of time
delay, a series of symmetrical impacts was considered at constant
beam energies, namely 50% of the maximum intensity of each laser
channel, and various time delays. As mentioned in Eq. 1, the

product 12 TD  Cwhere Cis the speed of sound in the material,
gives the damage offset in depth relative to the average
sample thickness. Hence, in the case of our material for
which Cis estimated to be equal to 3  103 mm/ns [26], a
time delay of 80 ns, for instance, will shift the damage position
by

1
2

 80  3  103 ¼ 0:12 mm
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Fig. 8. Schematic of multiple laser impacts configuration.
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Fig. 7. Experimental set-up.

Fig. 9. Damage echo visibility as function of laser beam intensity: Damage
threshold in the case of one laser pulse.

were conducted in order to estimate through thickness damage
position.
Series 3: Energy effect In order to study the effect of laser beam
energies, a series of symmetrical impacts was considered at constant time delay, namely 0 ns, and various beam energies. The
energy configurations that have been tested are: 20%, 40%, 60%,
80% and 100% of the maximum intensity of each laser channel.
For repeatability analysis, each energy configuration was tested
five times. Post-mortem analyses using C-scan ultrasonic testing
as well as penetrant testing were also conducted in order to estimate damage size.
Series 4: Multiple laser impacts In this paragraph, we investigate symmetrical laser shock configuration with multiple impacts.
In order to accumulate the damage created by each single impact, a
series of contiguous impacts as shown schematically on Fig. 8 were
conducted. Each single impact was considered at 100% of the maximum intensity of each laser channel and zero time delay between
the two laser beams. Series of impacts ranging from 2 to 7 contiguous impacts were considered.
4. Results & analyses
Fig. 10. Damage echo visibility as function of sum of laser beams intensities:
Damage threshold in the case of symmetric pulses.

Time delay: 0 ns

1.13mm

4.1. Research of damage thresholds
Fig. 9 plots the data points obtained while searching for damage
threshold under one laser pulse. The horizontal axis corresponds to
the intensity of one laser beam (either A or B). The vertical axis
corresponds to the variable ”damage echo visibility” stated in the
section entitled ”material characterization”. The curve obtained
after sigmoid fitting consists of three parts. A first part which
corresponds to a laser intensity between 0.2 GW/cm2 and
2.4 GW/cm2. For such intensity range, no damage echo was

Time delay: 160 ns
5mm

Fig. 11. Damage depth in the case of symmetrical laser shock configuration and
zero time delay.

1.32mm

approximately one ply thickness. More generally, a time
delay of n  80 ns will shift the damage position by
n  12  80  3  103 ¼ n  0:12 mm, which corresponds to the
thickness of n plies. In this paper, time delays of 0 ns, 80 ns,
160 ns and 240 ns were considered. For repeatability analysis, each
time delay configuration was tested five times. Post-mortem analyses using C-scan ultrasonic testing as well as penetrant testing

5mm

Fig. 13. Damage depth in the case of symmetrical laser shock configuration and
160 ns time delay.

Time delay: 80 ns

1.24mm

5mm

Fig. 12. Damage depth in the case of symmetrical laser shock configuration and 80 ns time delay.

Time delay: 240 ns

1.54mm

5mm
Fig. 14. Damage depth in the case of symmetrical laser shock configuration and
240 ns time delay.

Fig. 10 illustrates a similar result as in Fig. 9 except that the
horizontal axis of Fig. 10 corresponds to the sum of laser intensity
of channel A and laser intensity of channel B since in this case the
sample is under the solicitation of both laser channels simultaneously. The variable ”damage echo visibility” is plotted against the
sum of laser beams intensities and similarly, a sigmoid curve is fitted to data points. If one assumes that the damage threshold of our
test samples when they are subject to symmetrical laser pulses
with
the
50%
point,
then
ðThreshsympulses Þcoincides
Threshsympulses corresponds to a laser intensity of 0.76 GW/cm2.
We note that the damage threshold under symmetrical laser
impacts is significantly lower than in the case of single laser
impact. Thus, in the symmetrical laser shock configuration and if
the laser intensity falls in the range ½Threshonepulse ; Threshsympulses ,
it is expected that near to surface damages, that is DL and DR
(Fig. 3), will not occur while still having D-SHM.
4.2. Time delay effect
For the various time delay configurations that were tested, the
irradiated samples were analyzed using C-scan ultrasonic testing
as well as PT/cross sectional observations.
Figs. 11–14 show that a zero time delay corresponds to a delamination that occurs at the average sample depth while a non-zero
time delay induces a damage offset. For example, a delay of 80 ns
corresponds to a damage depth of 1.24 mm and a 240 ns time
delay corresponds to a damage depth of 1.54 mm. Fig. 15 illustrates the theoretical (Eq. 1) as well as the experimental curves
of damage depth as a function of time delay. The experimental
results thus obtained show that, as expected, the tuning of time
delay allows the adjusting of through thickness damage position.
Furthermore, there is a good match between theoretical and experimental results. Thus, Eq. 1 can be used to make prior choices of
time delay.

Fig. 15. Damage depth as function of time delay between the two laser beams:
Time delay effect at constant laser energy (50% of the maximum intensity of each
laser channel).

observed under A-scan testing. The second part corresponds to a
laser intensity in the range of 2.4 GW/cm2 to 3.2 GW/cm2. Within
this interval, a damage echo was observed but not in a very clear
way. Finally, the third part corresponds to a laser intensity higher
than 3.2 GW/cm2. For such intensity values, a damage echo was
clearly observed. If one assumes that the damage threshold of
our test samples when they are subject to one laser pulse
ðThreshonepulse Þcoincides with the 50% point after sigmoid fitting,
then Threshonepulse corresponds to a laser intensity of 2.7 GW/cm2.

4.3. Energy effect
For the various energy configurations that were tested, the irradiated samples were analyzed using C-scan ultrasonic testing as
well as PT/cross sectional observations. Figs. 16–20 illustrate cross
sectional observations for various energy configurations. For 20% of
the maximum intensity of each laser beam, the induced damage is
3.57 mm long. The damage length increases as long as we keep
increasing the intensity of each laser beam until it reaches a value
of 6.54 mm for 100% of the maximum laser intensity. It is interesting to note a slight crookedness in damage shape in Fig. 20. This
could be explained by edge effects which translate into a significant shear loading resulting in intralaminar cracks occurring at
the edges of the main delamination. This point needs to be further
investigated in future work.

Energy percentage: 20%

3.57mm

5mm

Fig. 16. Damage size in the case of symmetrical laser shock configuration and 20% energy percentage.

Energy percentage: 40%

4.02mm

5mm

Fig. 17. Damage size in the case of symmetrical laser shock configuration and 40% energy percentage

Energy percentage: 60%

4.96mm

5mm

Fig. 18. Damage size in the case of symmetrical laser shock configuration and 60% energy percentage.

Energy percentage: 80%

5.19mm

5mm

Fig. 19. Damage size in the case of symmetrical laser shock configuration and 80% energy percentage.

Energy percentage: 100%

6.54mm

5mm

Fig. 20. Damage size in the case of symmetrical laser shock configuration and 100% energy percentage.

Fig. 21 plots damage outline length estimated by C-scan as well
as damage length estimated by penetrant testing, against the sum
of the two laser beams intensities. Damage size estimated by Cscan is around 9 mm if 20% of the maximum intensity is considered

at each laser channel. Then, damage size increases linearly with
laser intensity until it reaches a length of approximately 16 mm
for 100% of the maximum laser intensity. Based on PT analyses
damage size is between 3.5 mm and 6.5 mm. Damage size

the main delamination. This is inherent to the nature of PT analyses which provide better contrast but not a good resolution. C-scan
analyses, however, can capture these micro-delaminations.
Fig. 22 plots C-scan estimated damage surface (mm2) as a function of the sum of the two laser beams intensities. It can be seen
that for 20% of the maximum laser intensity at each channel, damage surface is around 30 mm2. Then, damage surface increases in a
linear way with laser energy until it reaches a value of approximately 105 mm2. We also draw attention to the maximum damage
size obtained. If we consider damage length (Fig. 21), the latter is
estimated by C-scan testing to be around 16.5 mm. In order to
get damage sizes of higher values for our future SHM applications,
the idea was to accumulate damage by multiple contiguous laser
impacts.
4.4. Multiple laser impacts

Fig. 21. Damage length against sum of the two laser beams intensities.

Figs. 23–29 illustrate cross sectional observations for an
increasing number of contiguous laser impacts. For one symmetrical laser impacts, PT-estimated damage length is around 7.3 mm.
By increasing the number of contiguous laser impacts, damage
length tends to grow. For seven contiguous laser impacts, the accumulated damage is 41.7 mm long. This trend is also illustrated in
Fig. 30 which plots laser contiguous impacts number versus Cscan and PT estimated damage size. A gap is similarly noticed
between C-scan and PT estimated damage lengths. With PT analyses we tend to underestimate the size of the damage. The same
argument given in the section above can apply herein. The
obtained results demonstrate that the approach of multiple laser
impacts appears promising when applied to damage accumulation
and consequently to damage size control.
5. Discussion
This work discussed Laser Shock Wave Technique as a novel
way to generate controlled delamination in CFRP composites. Particular attention was paid to symmetrical laser shock configuration. We addressed not only the effect of time delay between
laser beams on damage depth but also the effect of laser energy
on damage size. LSWT has been applied to various fields such as
LASAT. To our knowledge, this is the first study to deal with its
application to damage calibration. The findings of our research
are quite convincing, and thus the following conclusions can be
drawn:

Fig. 22. C-scan estimated damage surface against sum of the two laser beams
intensities.

estimated by C-scan is higher than that estimated by PT analyses.
This could be explained by the fact that with PT tests, it is difficult
to visualize the micro-delaminations that appear at the edges of

 The symmetrical laser shock is a good alternative to conventional damage generation techniques thus opening new perspectives for SHM applications.
 An adequate tuning of laser parameters, namely laser energy
(intensity) and time delay, allows for a good monitoring of damage size and through thickness damage position respectively.

One symmetrical laser impacts

6.54mm

7.29mm

5mm

Fig. 23. Damage size in the case of one symmetrical laser shock.

Two contiguous symmetrical laser impacts

16.35mm

5mm

Fig. 24. Damage size in the case of two contiguous symmetrical laser impacts.

Three contiguous symmetrical laser impacts

19.24mm

5mm

Fig. 25. Damage size in the case of three contiguous symmetrical laser impacts.

Four contiguous symmetrical laser impacts
7.29mm

27.54mm

10mm

Fig. 26. Damage size in the case of four contiguous symmetrical laser impacts.

Five contiguous symmetrical laser impacts

32.32mm

10mm

Fig. 27. Damage size in the case of five contiguous symmetrical laser impacts.

 Multiple laser impacts are a good trick to combine single impact
induced damage.
LSWT could potentially be applied to sandwich composites in
order to introduce realistic and controlled disbonds between skin
and core material. A careful choice of laser parameters is a key factor in the application of high power laser sources for damage generation and calibration. Such choice should be based on prior
numerical simulation results also called ”predictive simulations”.

Hence numerical models adjusted based on experimental measurements are needed. In this regard, one can cite ESTHER code
developed by CEA. ESTHER is one of the very few codes, if not
the only one, that deals with 1D simulation of materials under very
high power laser irradiation [30]. One can also cite LS-DYNA code
for 2D or 3D simulations of composites under high power laser
shock [26]. Laser parameters optimization is a key step toward
the development of a reliable and controlled laser shock wave
technique for damage calibration. But up until now, very little

Six contiguous symmetrical laser impacts

39.42mm

10mm

Fig. 28. Damage size in the case of six contiguous symmetrical laser impacts.

Seven contiguous symmetrical laser impacts

41.76mm

10mm

Fig. 29. Damage size in the case of seven contiguous symmetrical laser impacts.
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Fig. 30. Damage length versus number of contiguous laser impacts.

work has been conducted on this topic and further research must
take place in order to address the issue of laser parameters control
and optimization.
6. Conclusions
In this study, it was experimentally demonstrated that LSWT is
an effective technique for delamination generation and calibration
in composites. A-scan and C-scan ultrasonic testing as well as penetrant testing were selected for post-mortem analyses. Future
analyses may include tomography and acoustic microscopy to
get deeper insights about damage internal features. Finally, predictive simulations recalibrated based on the experimental results
presented in this work may be conducted to address laser parameters control and optimization.
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